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The Tono Region – 東濃地方

 

Tono is one of five regions in Gifu prefecture. The first kanji character in Tono (東) 

means east and the second is taken from an older name for the southern half of Gifu 

which was once called Mino (濃). Tono is located in the south eastern part of Gifu 

prefecture, bordering the neighboring prefectures of Nagano and Aichi.  

The main rivers that run through Tono are the Kiso River and the Toki River. 

Historical sites such as the famous Nakasendo trade route and the Iwamura castle ruins 

attract many visitors each year.  



Tono consists of 5 main cities. From north to south they are as follows:  

City        Population (June 

2016)  

Nakatsugawa   中津川    80,491 

Ena    恵那     53,718 

Mizunami   瑞浪     38,897  

Toki    土岐     59,639  

Tajimi    多治見    112,927  

Note: In recent decades, many Japanese municipalities have merged, meaning that a 

number of smaller towns have become part of broader cities.  

Transportation in Tono  

If you live in one of the more remote parts of Tono, it may prove difficult to get 

around without a car. However, for those living in the actual cities, it is a little easier to 

get by without a car with the JR Chuo Line running through each city.  

The JR Chuo Line runs from Nakatsugawa to Nagoya, making many stops along the 

way. A one-way ticket from Nakatsugawa to Nagoya costs ¥1360 taking just over an 

hour. If traveling from Tajimi, the cost is only ¥670 and takes about 35 minutes. From 

Nagoya it is convenient to travel to almost anywhere in Japan as it is on the shinkansen 

line. From Nagoya, it takes under 40 minutes to get to Kyoto if traveling by shinkansen. 

It is also possible to catch a train from Nakatsugawa into Nagano.  

When planning a trip by train, a good English website to check train times and prices 

is: 

   http://www.hyperdia.com/cgi-english/hyperWeb.cgi  

This website will also provide transfer information and gives multiple travel plans to 

choose from which is great for comparing cost and connection times.  

For those of you who will be driving, the Chuo Expressway (中央高速道路 – Chuo 

Kousoku Doro) has exits at every city in Tono, as well as several junctions to other 

major expressways. Please be aware that the tolls are quite expensive. The alternative is 

Route 19, a national highway that runs parallel to the expressway. On Route 19, it takes 

around an hour to get from Nakatsugawa to Tajimi, and about 45 minutes from Tajimi 

to central Nagoya.  

You should also be aware that both Route 19 and the Chuo Expressway are 

frequently patrolled by traffic police, with fixed and temporary speed cameras. Please 

check the speed limit – it is lower on some expressways than others. (The Chuo 



Expressway is 80km/h). 

 

Weather in Tono  

Tono tends to have cold winters and hot summers. There are variations across the 

region, with Nakatsugawa and Ena being noticeably cooler than Mizunami, Toki and 

Tajimi in summer. Tajimi holds the (dubious and frequently disputed) honor of being 

one of the hottest places in Japan, with daytime summer temperatures sometimes 

reaching as high as 37°C – 42°C, while also being humid. Likewise, winter tends to be 

much colder in Ena and Nakatsugawa, with more snow and icy roads. Unlike some of 

the more northern regions of Gifu, Tono's snow season is limited to a few weeks in 

between December and February.  

Tono Attractions  

There are also plenty of places in Tono to enjoy! Listed below are some Tono 

attractions to check out, as well as their respective websites. The websites are in 

Japanese but can still be of some use.  

Magome-juku – 馬籠宿 

http://www.kiso-magome.com/  

The town of Magome-juku lies about a 20-minute drive north of central 

Nakatsugawa. It is an old post town along the Nakasendo (仲山道), or “Middle 

Mountain Passage”. This road was one of the two used during the Edo period for travel 

between Kyoto and Edo (Tokyo). Set high in the mountains with many beautiful old 

buildings, it is a popular tourist spot, and the forest hike to the next post town of 

Tsumago (妻籠) in Nagano prefecture is a short and pleasant one. The town also has an 



annual firefly festival (ほたる祭り– hotaru matsuri) – well worth checking out. 

 

Enakyo – 恵那峡 

http://www.hub24.jp/ena/yuransen.html  

Enakyo (Ena Gorge) has beautiful views of unusual cliff formations along the Kiso 

river. It is definitely a worthwhile visit in the spring to see sakura (桜 – cherry 

blossoms) and in the fall for the momiji (紅葉 – autumn leaves). There are festivals in 

spring and autumn, as well as a fireworks display in summer. There is an amusement 

park nearby and you can also enjoy boat rides along the Kiso river from Enakyo. Try 

some gohei mochi while you're there!  

Iwamura Castle Ruins – 岩村城跡 

http://welcome.city.ena.gifu.jp/contents/html/0315016.html  

The Iwamura Castle Ruins lie above the quaint old town of Iwamura (part of Ena 

City). The town itself is worth a visit for the old buildings and annual free saké-tasting 

festival. Iwamura Castle is accessible in two ways: either a 20-minute walk from the 

visitor's carpark, or by car via a different route. The mountaintop location provides 

some stunning views of the surrounding mountains, and there are a number of 



interesting events held there annually, such as Noh theatre by firelight. 

 

Ena Crystal Park – クリスタルパーク恵那スケート

場 

http://skate.city.ena.gifu.jp/  

Ena Crystal Park is an outdoor skating rink open during winter. The closest station is 

Takenami on the Chuo Line, but driving is advisable as the rink is not really accessible 

on foot. The cost is around ¥1,000 per visit, but season passes are available. Skates and 

helmets are also available to rent.  

Toki Premium Outlets – 土岐プレミアム・アウトレッ

ト 

http://www.premiumoutlets.co.jp/toki/  

Toki Premium Outlet Mall is one of the few Western-style outlet malls in Japan. It 

features a number of well-known Western brands and when searching for larger-sized 

clothing or shoes, GAP, Nike or Adidas often provide a good place to start.  

Eihoji Temple – 永保寺 

http://www.kokei.or.jp/  

Established in 1313 by the Nanzenji branch of Rinzai Zen Buddhism, Eiho-ji Temple 

is still used today by zazen trainees and for zazen services. Once a month, zazen classes 

are held for the general public. Two of the buildings in Eiho-ji are national treasures, 

and the surrounds of the temple are picturesque with a pond, bridge, waterfall and a 

traditional Zen garden. The autumn foliage here is particularly beautiful. Eiho-ji can be 

accessed from Tajimi station, either by bus or, for the energetic, on foot (about a 20 to 



30- minute walk – ask for directions first though!). 

 

Dragon God Waterfall – 龍神の滝
http://www.youmori.com/index.php?  

Found in the outskirts of Sakashita (part of Nakatsugawa City), on the border of Gifu 

and Nagano prefectures, is the breathtaking Dragon God Waterfall. Known to almost all 

JETs who have lived in Tono, it is about half-an-hour's drive from Nakatsugawa City 

and unfortunately not accessible by public transport. The waterfall is located within the 

Yumori camping grounds. It's a great place to have barbecues and swim in the river 

during the warmer months. The site has a number of cabins and walking trails that cross 

right over the Kawa-ue river and is well worth the trip. 

 

Places to Eat  



There are a number of chain restaurants throughout Tono that have stores in every 

city in Tono. Examples include CoCo Ichinbanya, for Japanese curry, Coco's Family 

Restaurant for general fare (both Japanese and Western style), and Sagami (decent 

quality Japanese food, with seasonal offerings and local specialties). There is even 

McDonalds, if you need your fix. These are usually located along the highway or in the 

main part of town, and are easy to find.  

Then there are restaurants that are only in specific areas in Tono, some privately 

owned, which are of varying quality. Here is a list of some of the recommended ones in 

Tono:  

Toki  

Toki Premium Outlet Mall: In addition to the food court, there are a few different 

restaurants at the Outlets, including Pastel (Italian, pasta, great desserts), Tokyo Soup 

Stock, Tully's (coffee), Cold Stone Creamery, Bagel & Bagel, and more.  

Farmer's Kitchen: Italian – pasta, pizza and more. The restaurant is somewhat more 

upscale than an average family restaurant but prices are still fairly reasonable. Good 

place for a date.  

Scratch: Opposite Farmer's Kitchen. Delicious organic pasta and pizza. Also fairly 

upscale.  

Café Mago Koro Kome: Rice flour bakery for when the craving for bread hits. They 

also have breakfast sets, Agepan sets, and burger sets if there’s time to eat and chill.   

Mizunami 

Gandhi: Delicious Indian/Nepalese curry and naan with friendly staff. 

Akintei: High quality soy sauce ramen, with nearly all of the ingredients being 

prepared in the shop from locally grown and raised ingredients. It’s a local 

establishment, and they only offer a few items on the menu, but what’s there is 

amazing. There’s also a small branch shop in Ena. 

Ena 
Wild Cat: Yakiniku restaurant. A bit out of town, on the road towards Iwamura.  

Royal Nan House: The spiritual successor to Mizunami's Gandhi. Delicious Indian 

food, friendly staff and delicious Tandoor, it is a bit further along the road from the 

Wild Cat. There is also a branch in Nakatsugawa near the station.  

Mimura: Italian restaurant with very big portions. No one in remembered history has 

ever managed to finish the Mega Meat Deluxe meatball spaghetti.  



Ganko-tei: Yakiniku on the main street of Ena. About a 15-minute walk from Ena 

station. Prices are very reasonable and each table has an electronic ordering system 

which is a lot of fun to use. There’s one of these in Mizunami as well, off route 19. 

Papa@Kitchen: A small, vegetarian-friendly, organic restaurant near the Ena ALT 

apartments. Their dishes use locally grown organic produce. Lunch every day, dinner by 

appointment.  

Starbucks: The original Tono Starbucks (a second opened this year in Tajimi) is 

located at the Enakyo Expressway Service Area, about a two-minute walk from the Ena 

ALT apartments.  

Iwamura (Ena City)  

Mitsuba: An udon restaurant/ izakaya on the main historical street in Iwamura with a 

very relaxed atmosphere. The owner also works as a DJ in Nagoya and as a result 

opening hours can be somewhat unpredictable. It's well worth looking into though – the 

fresh udon, handmade on site, is amazing.  

Kawai: Located next to the Iwamura Station on the Akechi Tetsudo Line, Kawai 

features in particular two local specialities: miso katsu (pork cutlet with red miso sauce) 

and miso nikomi udon (udon with a miso broth). The owner, Mr Kawai, speaks some 

English and is very friendly.  

Nakatsugawa  

Zuppa: On route 19 near Japan Rent-A-Car on the south-bound side. They have a 

nice wine selection as well as good thin-crust pizza, with delicious pasta.  

Majolica: A popular restaurant with an adjoining live house, Majolica has a varied 

menu (pizza, pasta, sandwiches, wraps), and the food is generally good. The desserts are 

great too.  

Daijirou: Cook your own okonomiyaki! Daijirou is considered by many to be the best 

okonomiyaki restaurant in town. The décor is great – an old-time post office, with lots 

of vintage Japanese advertisements. The restaurant can get very busy, so book in 

advance.  

Naruki Ramen: Delicious Mom 'n' Pop ramen joint, up the road from Daijirou.  

Daisen: A great ebi fry (tempura shrimp) and miso katsu (fried pork cutlet with red 

miso sauce) restaurant located somewhere in the hinterland between Nakatsugawa and 

Ena. It is a little off in the middle of nowhere so try to go with someone who has been 

there before!  



Kisaku: A fantastic, classy little Italian restaurant about a 10 minute walk away from 

Nakatsugawa station. Serves dinner courses and wood-fired pizzas. Usually need to 

book in advance.  

Chicken House: Best fried, grilled, and baked chicken in the region. Just one bite and 

you will be hooked. It’s about a 10 minute walk from Nakatsugawa station, with 

karaoke on the 2nd floor.  

Ikoi Chibariya: Reasonably priced Taco rice, Sata Andaki,and other great Okinawan 

delights.  

Mr. English Coffee: Located 10 minutes by car out of downtown Nakatsugawa, this 

foreign-run cafe roasts its own coffee and serves sandwiches and spaghetti just like in 

the USA. They also now have a drive-thru location near Naegi Junior High School.  

Il Fiore: Located in Kashimo, about 50 minutes from downtown Nakatsugawa, this I 

talian restaurant uses no cheese or wheat products (rice pasta instead). If you have a 

gluten or dairy intolerance, or are vegan, this place is for you. Lunches and dinners are 

served as courses only.  

The menu changes from day to day. It is best to make a reservation.  

Things To Try In Tono 

Onsen – 温泉 

For those who love to relax in the hot springs, Tono has much to offer with a wide 

variety of onsen to choose from. Some that have been recommended by previous JETs 

are the onsen waters of Magome and Tsukechi in Nakatsugawa, Sogi onsen on the 

outskirts of Toki, Kushihara onsen in the mountains of Ena, and the Radium Onsen near 

Ena-kyo, to name just a few. Be sure to check them out!  

Karaoke – カラオケ 

As karaoke will soon go from a novel, must-do, exciting Japanese experience to a 

regular outing with friends, it's best to know the cheapest, friendliest karaoke joints in 

Tono off the bat:  

In Nakatsugawa, the recently opened JoyJoy is the cheapest and best option, offering 

low prices with nomihodai (all you can drink) and a great selection of English songs, 

but it’s quite difficult to access without a car. Japan Rent-A-Car (ジャパン・レンタカー) 

is another good option, and a bit closer to the train station if you’re walking (though still 

a bit of a hike). 



In Ena, Happy House is about 10 minutes from Ena station.  

Unfortunately there are no good options for booth style karaoke in Mizunami, though 

there are a number of small bars which offer public karaoke options. 

In Toki, a popular place for karaoke is Maneki-neko (マネキネコ). It is also very 

cheap and offers nomihodai, as well as the option of carrying in your own alcohol, 

which is the cheapest option. It also features a good selection of English songs. 

In Tajimi the easiest option is Big Echo. This is the largest karaoke franchise in 

Japan, and is extremely clean and welcoming, with tons of English songs. However, it 

can be quite expensive, especially in the evening on the weekend, so be sure to check 

the price table! 

Pottery – 陶器 

The old region of Mino is famous for its ceramics, an industry that continues today 

and is especially prominent in Toki and Tajimi. There are a number of great pottery 

museums in Tono (particularly in Tajimi) and these will often have small flea markets 

or stalls where truly amazing bargains can be found.  

Additionally, you can get instruction on making your own pottery from many places 

in Tono, particularly in Ena, Mizunami, Toki and Tajimi. Usually for a small fee, you 

can make your own traditional pottery in the local style, and have it glazed and fired.  

Kurikinton – 栗きんとん 

Kurikinton are very tasty chestnut sweets and are considered a meibutsu (名物 

signature product) of the Ena/Nakatsugawa area. Usually only available to buy during 

the autumn months, some of the more famous confectionery shops even put out pre-

orders.  

Enakawakamiya (恵那川上屋) has seasonal kurikinton confections available, among 

many other Japanese and western-style sweets.  

Castella – カステラ 

Castella (pound cake) was brought to Japan by the Portuguese, and is a signature 

product of the town of Iwamura. The most famous Castella shop in Iwamura is called 

Matsuura-ken.  

Hôbazushi – 朴葉寿司 

Made around the Gifu and Nagano area, hôbazushi is chirashi (vinegar rice with 

pickled vegetables and cured fish) wrapped in a hôba leaf. It is only made in the 



summer months. Other dishes also make use of the hôba leaf, such as Hôbamiso 

(mountain vegetables cooked in miso and wrapped in the hôba leaf.  

Gohei Mochi – 五平餅 

This is a specialty food with its origins in the mountains of Gifu and Nagano. An 

essential summer festival food, gohei mochi is made from sticky rice barbecued on a 

stick coated in a sauce made of sesame seeds, peanuts or miso.  

Festivals – 祭り 

Festivals are a great way to get involved with your local community. There are local 

O-bon festivals in almost every town and village in August each year, as well as other 

festivals scattered around throughout the year. Some recommended festivals:  

Mizunami Mino Genji Tanabata Festival: This is a Tanabata festival, but it takes 

place on the first or second weekend in August, as the Tono region follows the old 

Japanese calendar for many holidays. This is one of the biggest and best summer 

festivals in Tono, featuring traditional bon dancing on Friday night (feel free to join in), 

extremely energetic yosakoi dancing throughout Saturday and Sunday, a superb 

fireworks display on Saturday night, and amazing sand-sculptures. It all takes place 

within a few blocks of Mizunami station, so it’s very easy to access. 

Mizunami Basara Carnival: Taking place in early to mid December, this festival 

began as a yosakoi take on Brazilian carnival with costumes and group dancing (with 

lots of samba–inspired songs). In the 20 years since it began it has grown into a giant 

cosplay dance festival, sort of a more rowdy, winter version of the town’s Tanabata 

festival. Even if you don’t want to dress up yourself, it’s a lot of fun to watch the 

costumed performers. 

Kushihara Taiko Festival: An amazing festival in October, it is held at the top of a 

mountain shrine, and anyone can turn up and soak up the energy or participate in the 

drumming and the dancing.  

Hana-uma Festival: A procession of portable shrines and horses through the town of 

Sakashita to the shrine. At the shrine, there is a race to grab the decorated sticks 

(flowers) that are sticking out of the horses’ saddles. The festival takes place on the 

second Sunday in October. There is also a fireworks show the night before.  

Magome Firefly Festival: Highly recommended, the firefly festival is held each June 

during the firefly season. There is a specially constructed firefly habitat with a viewing 

platform, and free tonjiru (pork miso soup) for visitors. While you're waiting for it to get 



dark, enjoy spectacular views from this quaint town nestled in the mountains above 

Nakatsugawa.  

Living Internationally In Tono  

While there are many wonderful things to try and explore in Tono, sometimes you 

may want a slice of home. Some things are only available by ordering online, but other 

things may be found in local Tono stores or with a quick trip into Nagoya. Be prepared 

to adjust your expectations, however.  

Local Stores  

Supermarkets: Sometimes you can find foreign gems in the aisles. Piago/Apita sells 

rarer types of cheese. Co-op has a larger organic food selection, and a great selection of 

imported wines. Recently a number of Okuwa stores have opened in Tono (in Ena, 

Mizunami and Toki); Okuwa is open later than other supermarkets, and also tends to 

stock a decent selection of foreign foods and cheeses. 

Alco: This large store on Route 19 in Ena and Toki mostly stocks alcohol, and has a 

very wide selection of international beverages. However, it also stocks a lot of foreign 

snacks, pasta, hot sauces, and specialty ingredients.  

Amica: Located down the street from Nakatsugawa station, this store mainly stocks 

bulk sizes for local restaurants but also has a fair share of hard to find items like taco 

ingredients, pizza crusts, sauces and rare seasonings, and foreign snacks and cereals.  

Frante: This large grocery store is a minute's walk from Tajimi station. It sells a 

number of international items, with a large selection of cheeses and sweets.  

Seijo-Ishi: This is a supermarket chain found in many areas of Nagoya, including 

Sakae and Nagoya and Kanayama Stations. It stocks a wide variety of items, including 

kalamata olives, gourmet chocolates, an impressive selection of teas and even German 

rye bread.  

Meidi-ya: This is a specialty food and wine import store located in Sakae, Nagoya. 

They deal exclusively in foreign items, and almost anything can be found here, from 

couscous to cereal, sausages to sweets, and a large selection of wines.  

Online Stores  

Foreign Buyers Club http://www.fbcusa.com/  



Based in Kobe, the Foreign Buyers Club is a great resource for ordering items 

imported from the US, such as difficult-to-find appliances from the General Store (ships 

in 39-42 days), or the Deli and Learning Center (ships in 5-7 days) for grocery items.  

The Meat Guy http://www.themeatguy.jp/  

If you've gone for too long without getting your meat fix, and can't get to Outback 

Steakhouse, Jason "TheMeatGuy" Morgan is your man. Not only meat, he also sells 

cheeses from around the world, and ships within a week to your door. Great for summer 

barbeques.  

Healthcare in Tono  

The following list of healthcare providers in the Tono region is provided as a 

convenience. While every care has been taken, we cannot guarantee the information is 

accurate. Please note that this list does not constitute an endorsement of any of the 

healthcare providers. There is also no guarantee that any of the staff at these institutions 

speak English. Use this information at your own discretion. With that out of the way, 

the list:  

Tajimi 

Hospital/Clinic Specialty Contact Hours 

Tajimi Prefectural Hospital All 0572-22-5311 

5-161 Zenhatacho 

Tajimi-shi  

8:30-11:00 M-F 

 

Toki 

Hospital/Clinic Specialty Contact Hours 

Toki City Hospital 

土岐市立総合病

院 

All 0572-55-2111  

703-24 Tokiguchi 

Tokitsu-cho  

Toki-shi  

8:30-11:30 M-F 

Nakajima Clinic 

中島医院 

Internal 

medicine 

Pediatrics 

0572-55-3225  

30-10 Hisajiri 

Izumi-cho 

8:30-12:00 M-Sa 17:00-

19:00 M-F  



Urology Toki-shi  

Yamamura Clinic 

山村医院 

Internal 

Medicine 

Orthopedics 

0572-55-2018  

46-3 Hisajiri  

Izumi-cho 

Toki-shi  

8:30-11:00 M-Sa 16:30-

18:00 M-F  

 

Mizunami 

Hospital/Clinic Specialty Contact Hours 

Tono Kosei Hospital 

東濃厚生病院 

All 0572-68-4111  

6-1 Toki-cho  

Mizunami-shi 

8:30-11:30 M-F 

Hishida Ladies Clinic 

菱田レディーズクリニッ

ク 

OBGYN 0572-68-8686  

1-19-3 Yakushi-

cho  

Mizunami-shi 

9:00-12:00 M-Sa 15:30-18:00 

M,W,F 

 

 

 

Mizunami Contd. 

Iwajima Clinic 

岩島医院 

Gastroenterology Cardiology 

Pediatrics Orthopedics 

Dermatology Rehabilitation  

0572-68-

6116  

34-2 Kota-

cho  

Mizunami-

shi 

9:00-12:00 M-Sa 

16:30-18:30 

M,W,F 

Sasaki 

Dermatology 

佐々木皮フ科 

Dermatology 0572-66-

6611  

7467-1 Toki-

cho  

Mizunami-

shi 

9:00-12:00 

M,T,Th,Sa  

16:00-19:00 M-Sa 



Hirose Clinic 

広瀬クリニック 

Internal Medicine Urology 

Respiratory Pediatrics 

0572-66-

2112 2-119  

Honami  

Mizunami-

shi 

9:00-12:00 M-Sa 

16:00-19:00 

M,T,Th,F 

 

Ena 

Hospital/Clinic Specialty Contact Hours 

Ena Hospital 

市立恵那病院 

All 0573-26-2121  

2725 Oi-cho  

Ena-shi 

8:30-11:00  

& 13:00-15:00 

M-F  

8:30-11:00 Sa 

Ena Memorial 

Clinic 

恵那メモリアルク

リニック 

Internal Medicine External 

Medicine Gastro-enterology 

Proctology 

0573-25-7500  

605-1 Shoge  

Osashima-cho  

Ena-shi 

8:30-12:00 M-

Sa 15:00-18:30 

M-W,F 

Ena Family 

Clinic 

恵那ファミリーク

リニック 

Internal Medicine External 

Medicine Orthopedics 

Dermatology 

0573-20-1800 715-1 

Shoge Osashima-cho 

Ena-shi 

8:30-12:00 M-

F  

16:00-19:00 

M-W,F 

8:30-13:00 Sa 

 

Nakatsugawa 

Hospital/Clinic Specialty Contact Hours 

Nakatsugawa City Hospital 

中津川市民病院 

All 0573-66-1251  

1522-1 Komaba-cho 

Nakatsugawa-shi 

8:30-11:00 M-F 

 


